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EasySol Point of Sale is not only a billing machine, but also having lots of advanced functions in it to
remove the hurdles and make the process of Distribution Management System. It efficiently
manages income and expenses, inventory, pricing and contracts, plus makes it easy to implement
new technology solutions for better customer service. We have taken in to account all sophisticated
requirement and focused on the customer needs in the medical industry to come out with our
Pharma Distributer Software - EasySol.

The Pharmaceutical Distribution Software can full fill all the needs of distributers like keeping
records of sale and purchase for different companies, inventory management, accounts
management, creating customer-specific pricing and rules, Integrating accounting and inventory
management systems etc. It streamlines invoicing and returns and support the sales cycle
completely and comprehensively. To take care of inventory the Distribution Software also has
function which allows the sharing of inventory management information with other applications. Also
Point of Sale Increase convenience with online catalogs, online ordering and order tracking.

EasySol helps you to analyze inventory management and accounting; batch wise, Company wise,
Category wise inventory control; Quick Searching of Expiries and transfer to respective suppliers in
a most efficient manner.

Distribution Software displays non-supplied, Short-supplied and Excess-supplied items,
simultaneously allows auto purchase generation from supplierâ€™s pending order and challan and
generates complete analytical reports and charts. Also have the facility of emailing on purchase
order and stock and sales, Purchase Invoice Import, Sale Invoice export to customer and FTP
server. Other facilities of EasySol  are backup on week dayâ€™s bases; Personal directory and general
reminders;Customer, Supplier and other master searching by name, split name, abbreviation, code,
address, mobile; Quick searching of substitutes; Customer prescription management and daily
reminder four days before the due date; Easy and accurate option for segregating expired items
from your store and disbursement to respective suppliers.

The purchase module of the Pharma Distributer Software displays changes in rates and discounts in
different colors, Pop-up message for short expiry items, company Item wise discounts, last four
Rates and other details for selected item, different VAT items in different colors.

EasySol is also extended software in different areas like POS software can be used as Chemist
POS, Pharma POS, Retail POS, Pharma Software with different advanced functions to help
pharmaceutical manufacturing companies, Retailers, Distributers, medical shops etc.

EasySol is an easy to use Distribution Management System, ERP, Inventory Management
Software, Pharmaceutical Distribution Software, Retail Software, POS for Retail Store.
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Indiaâ€™s one of the Top pharma software. For more information please logon a http://easysol.in/.
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